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DISCOVER THE
QUILS™ DIFFERENCE

E

arly identification is the first step to helping young children
with language delays get on track for reading proficiency and
school success. But how do you find the children who might
need extra support?

It’s simple with the Quick Interactive Language Screener™ (QUILS™), a gamelike, web-based screener that helps you evaluate the language skills of children ages
3 through 5 years—and make sure their progress is appropriate for their age group.
QUILS stands apart from all other language screeners. That’s because it measures
not only language products (what the child already knows) but also language
processes (how the child learns new words and grammar structures).
QUILS looks at three critical areas:

1
2
3

VOCABULARY:
What words do children already know?

SYNTAX:
What do children understand about how words go together in sentences?

PROCESS:
How good are children at learning new language items?

Read on to learn more about the benefits of this one-of-a-kind screener
and how QUILS can help your program!
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BENEFITS
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zMeasures what’s important. QUILS
rookespublishing.com

screens key domains of language
knowledge that predict a child’s later
academic success.

zFun and engaging for kids. With its
interactive items and cute cartoon
illustrations, QUILS hooks young
children’s attention—and it’s so much
fun, kids might ask if they can do it
again!
zExpert-developed, research-based.
QUILS is based on current research on
language acquisition, and every item
was created and tested by a team of
experts in child language development,
test item construction, statistics, and
linguistics.
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Your newand
screener
for
zConvenient
time-saving.
early
language
skills!
Automatically
generated
scores and reports save time for

.com

busy teachers.

Research shows close links between early
zNo special training required. Children can complete QUILS with just a little
language skills and school success—but too
supervision from any teacher, paraprofessional, parent, or classroom volunteer.
many children enter kindergarten with
language delays that have gone unnoticed.
QUILS is the fun, quick, and easy tool
you need to catch potential language
issues in the critical early years, so that
interventions can start before delays
become long-term
QUILSdifficulties.
was tested with a normative sample of 415 children, grouped into 3-, 4-,

RESEARCH

and 5-year-old age bands. Psychometric studies, including Rasch analyses, have

Open to learn
more about
this and validity of QUILS. The items in QUILS were carefully
established
the reliability
groundbreaking
new
screener!
selected
to be
culturally and dialectically neutral, and DIF analysis ensured there is
no gender bias. To learn more, read the technical report from the User’s Manual at
www.myquils.com/research.
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Setting up for QUILS
a snap—all
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technology
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The child completes
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does all QUILS
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forall
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REPORTS
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As soon
screening
done,
results
available
in clear
and simple
As soon as screening
is as
done,
results is
are
available
inare
clear
and simple
reports.
With reports. Wi
a
few
clicks,
you
can
generate
individual
Student
Reports,
the
Parent
Report to
a few clicks, you can generate individual Student Reports, the Parent Report to
share
with
families,
and
Group
Reports
for
multiple
students.
share with families, and Group Reports for multiple students.
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If the
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below
the use
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use the recommendation
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If the child scores
below
QUILS
cutoffs,
thecutoffs,
recommendation
guidance
generated
with
the
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reports
to
plan
next
steps,
such
as
referral
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generated with the QUILS reports to plan next steps, such as referral to an SLP or
other
expert
for
follow-up
assessment.
other expert for follow-up assessment.
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results
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You’ll
also find
INCLUDED!
discussing results with parents. You’ll also find
practical resources to help you boost children’s language development every day—fun activities

practical resources to help you boost children’s language development every day—fun activities
forand
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need extra support?

zWatch anvideo
introductory
zWatch an introductory
that givesvideo that gives
you
an
inside
peek
at QUILS in action
you an inside peek at QUILS in action

It’s simple with the Quick Interactive Language Screener™ (QUILS™), a gamezSeewalkthrough
a step-by-step
of how that helps you evaluate the language skills of children ag
zSee a step-by-step
ofwalkthrough
how
like, web-based
screener
QUILS works QUILS works
3 through 5 years—and make sure their progress is appropriate for their age group

zGet your
questions
answered in the
zGet your questions
answered
in the
QUILS FAQs QUILS FAQs
QUILS stands apart from all other language screeners. That’s because it measures
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QUILS looks at three critical areas:
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SUBSCRIPTION:
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$99.95
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What
words do
children
already
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zStudent,
parent,
and
group reports
zStudent,
parent,
and group
reports
zAnManual
online User’s
Manual
Quick Start Guide
zAn online User’s
and Quick
Startand
Guide

SYNTAX:

zLanguage Questionnaire

zLanguage Questionnaire
What
do children understand about how words go together in sentences?
zPractical
language
activities and tips
zPractical language
activities
and tips

PROCESS:
zDownloadable
materials
to help you
zDownloadable
materials to help
you
administer QUILS

administer
QUILS at learning new language items?
How good
are children
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Also available separately
in paperback:
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and how QUILS can help your program!

Clear
print
version
of the
online manual
includes background
Clear and concise,
this and
printconcise,
versionthis
of the
online
manual
includes
background
on
QUILS
development,
a
review
of
all
items,
step-by-step
instructions,
on QUILS development, a review of all items, step-by-step instructions,
normative
tables,
and
a
technical
report.
normative tables, and a technical report.

$29.95
| 122
pages | ISBN 978-1-68125-227-8
$29.95 | 122 pages
| ISBN
978-1-68125-227-8
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(QUILS™) is like no other
screening for the early
childhood population.
— Melissa Scopio, M.S., CCC-SLP,
Clinical Supervisor

Your new screener for
early language skills!
Research shows close links between early
language skills and school success—but too
many children enter kindergarten with
language delays that have gone unnoticed.
QUILS is the fun, quick, and easy tool
you need to catch potential language
issues in the critical early years, so that
interventions can start before delays
become long-term difficulties.

Open to learn more about this
groundbreaking new screener!

